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Ultrasonic oil diffuser 

HOW TO USE 

O Take the upper lid off. If there is water旧side, please turn off the diffuser and do not t仆t几
@Add water旧side the tank. Please do not exceed the Max line when you add water 

in the tank 
E) Add essential oil in the water tank: 2-3 drops for a standard usage
O Assembly the upper cover: Turn clockwise the upper cover unt仆 the dot on the upper

cover and bottom aligne with each other. When It's completed do not t仆t the diffuser 
to avoid water leakage and mechanical parts issues 

0 Plug in the adaptor and turn the power on 
0 How to turn on the light: press the smiling switch to open the LED light, the 16 Led 

colo「 a「e changing slowly and automatically. Press the light switch a second time, to 
keep the p「esent colo「竹ess the switch to change the colors one by one, unt仆 the
colored lights close. If you want to close the colored lights after the diffuser turn on, 
p「ess on the switch for 1 second 

Mist: Press the water drop switch to tum on the mist function, press again to tum off the mist. 

To turn off mist and light, need to be done by hand 

Mist will be thin at start while the water temperature is growing and large and steady 
after a few minutes 

Due to the air temperature, humidity, airflow and so on, mist may be not easy to see, 
It's a normal phenomenon. 

This diffuser has auto an off security. It will be auto turn off when the tank runs out of 
water or when the water line is too low. Meanwhile power will be auto turn off 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

• Do not disassemble the diffuser in operation, or the water will spout 
• Use normal tempe「atu「e tap water, or pure water, mineral water, purified water, etc

Do not use unknow liquids or high concentration liquids in order to avoid failures 
• The water volume must not exceed the max line of the water tank, otherwise the spray 

is not normal and the mist function will not work. 
• Please make sure the diffuser is not tip t仆ted when you are adding the water. In order 

to avoid water leaking and water flow into the diffuser by air outlet cause mechanical 
failu「es.

• Do not touch the atomize「 in the tank di「ectly by hand
• Please keep the ai「 outlet upwards when draining the water, in order to avoid water

inf仆tration in the air outlet that will cause malfunction 
• When the diffuser is used in low temperature or high humidity status, it will cause 

fogging appea「ance on the mist sp「ay mouth. If the uppe「 cove「 has water drops 
around, please use towel to clean仆

• Use soft towel to clean of water tank and impurities or residue on atomizer in order to 
avoid failure. Please clean the diffuser every 5-6 usages 

• Diffuser maintenance: make sure to pull off the power adapter from the socket to cut
off the power supply

• If you do not use the diffuser for a long time, please drain away water from the water
tank, clean it and d「y it, then keep it in a safe, d「y place

SIMPLE TROUBLESHOOTING 

When you are experimenting a diffuser failure, please make sure of the followings 
before repairing 

• Nopowe『: Check that the power connection status is right. Also check the connection 
between power, diffuser, and the socket as well. Otherwise, pull out the DC plug from 
the diffuser then insert it back again to test the connection status 

• Auto Power off: if there is no water in the tank, the diffuser will automatically turn 
off after you push mist switch, please make sure to fill or replenish the tank before 
using the mist position 
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